We propose that novel superfluid with supersolid-like properties -angular stripe phase -can be realized in a two-dimensional spin-1/2 Bose gas with spin-orbital-angular-momentum coupling. We predict a rich ground-state phase diagram, including the vortex-antivortex pair phase, half-skyrmion phase, and two different angular stripe phases. The stripe phases feature modulated angular densitydensity correlation with sizable contrast and can occupy a relatively large parameter space. The low-lying collective excitations, such as the dipole and breathing modes, show distinct behaviors in different phases. The existence of the novel angular stripe phase is also clearly indicated in the energetic and dynamic instabilities of collective modes near phase transitions. Our predictions of the angular stripe phase could be readily examined in current cold-atom experiments with 87 Rb.
Introduction.--Owing to the high controllability of degrees of freedom, ultracold atomic gases have became a versatile platform to study artificial gauge fields over the last few years [1, 2] . A prominent example is the spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the coupling between a particle's spin and momentum, which plays a crucial role in many fascinating phenomena such as the quantum spin Hall effect and topological superfluidity [3, 4] . Theoretically, an exotic phase of matter, namely the stripe phase, was predicted to exist in a Bose condensate with Rashbatype SOC [5, 6] or Raman-laser-induced SOC [7, 8] . In analogy to the long-sought supersolid phase in solid helium [9] , it breaks both continuous translational symmetry to form a crystalline pattern and U (1) gauge symmetry with atoms moving frictionlessly as in a superfluid. The stripe phase is energetically favored for the intraspin interaction strength larger than the inter-spin one (e.g., g > g ↑↓ ), and in a 87 Rb gas with Raman SOC, it lies in a narrow window of Rabi frequency Ω due to the small difference between g and g ↑↓ [8] . This is to be compared with the plane-wave and zero-momentum phases appearing at larger Rabi frequency. As a result, a direct observation of the stripe phase remains elusive, due to the short period and negligible density contrast of the stripes [10] [11] [12] [13] . It has only been indirectly probed using Bragg spectroscopy in a SOC Bose gas on lattices, where the interaction difference is effectively enhanced [14] .
In addition to the Raman SOC, a new type of SOC, the so-called spin-orbital-angular-momentum coupling (SOAMC), has been recently proposed in pioneering theoretical works [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] : by utilizing two co-propagating Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) laser beams to induce an offdiagonal Stark shift, the atomic pseudospin can be coupled to its angular momentum. The resulting SOAMC is of a two-dimensional (2D) nature with an axial symmetry, which gives rise to intriguing quantum phases, such as the vortex-antivortex pair phase (see the phase I in Fig. 1 ) with definite angular momentum l z = 0, the half-skyrmion phase II with l z = or − , and the superposition phase III with an equal-weight combination of two angular-momentum states at l z = ± [15, 16] . These are precisely the analogues of the zero-momentum, plane-wave and stripe phases in the case of Raman SOC. For this reason, the phase III has been previously referred to as the stripe phase [16, 17] . The SOAMC was most recently engineered in spin-1 [20, 21] and spin-1/2 87 Rb Bose gases [22] . Different from the theoretical proposals [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , LG laser beams with magic wavelength λ = 790.02nm were used to eliminate the unnecessary diagonal Stark shift [20] [21] [22] . In this work, we show that this slight experimental improvement may lead to a relatively broad stripe phase and another stripe phase which is less sensitive to the interaction difference g − g ↑↓ , see for example, the phases III and IV in Fig. 1 , which will be collectively named as angular stripe phase.
Quite generally, the angular stripe phase favors a double or multiple occupation of the angular-momentum states that are energetically allowed (see Fig. 2(a) and Eq. (3)) and explicitly breaks the axial symmetry of the condensate wavefunction. It thus possesses spatial modulation in the angular direction. This is best manifested in the angular density-density correlation function g (2) (θ) for each spin state, which clearly reveals distinguishable symmetries in spatial density distributions (Fig. 3) . We find a relatively large oscillation period and a sizable contrast in the oscillation amplitude, making a direct experimental detection of the angular stripe feasible. We also consider the low-lying collective excitations such as the dipole and breathing modes in different quantum phases and investigate the Rabi frequency dependence of the mode frequencies (Fig. 4) . The violation of Galilean invariance of this SOAMC system is demonstrated in the dipole mode. Moreover, the appearance of the angular stripe phases is evident from the energetic and dynamical instabilities of the excitation spectrum.
The model .-We start by describing a setup similar to that in recent rubidium experiment [22] , where a pair of LG beams with different orbital angular momentum (n 1 = −2 and n 2 = 0) co-propagate along the z axis and generate the SOAMC in the x − y plane. Two hyperfine states in the F = 1 ground-state manifold of 87 Rb are selected to act as pseudospin states |↑ and |↓ . For convenience, we consider a 2D configuration with a highly oblate harmonic trapping potential along the z-direction, which allows us to tune the overall effective strength of the inter-atomic interactions and to enlarge the phase space for the angular stripe phase. After a unitary transformation U = exp(−inφσ z ) with n ≡ (n 1 − n 2 )/2, in the polar coordinates (r, φ) the resulting 2D Bose gas with SOAMC at zero laser detuning δ = 0 can be described by a model Hamiltonian H = H s + H int , where the singleparticle part reads [22] 
d =
/(mω r ) of the trap and k r ≡ 1/d as the units of energy, length and wavevector, respectively. We also take a relatively large waist of laser beams R = 20d as in the experiments [20, 22] .
In the absence of inter-atomic interactions, atoms occupy into the single-particle states with a definite angular momentum l z such as l z = 0 or ± , see Refs. [22, 23] . Taking into account interactions, at zero temperature the normalized spinor ground-state wavefunction Ψ ≡ (Ψ ↑ , Ψ ↓ ) can be determined by either minimizing the mean-field energy per particle
or self-consistently solving the Gross-Pitaevskii equation (GPE) [23] [24] [25] [26] . The latter approach is particularly useful when the condensate wavefunction ψ lz (r, φ) = [ϕ lz ↑ (r), ϕ lz ↓ (r)]e ilz φ / √ 2π preserves the axial symmetry and the angular momentum l z remains as a good quantum number. In this case, we generalize the Bogoliubov theory to study low-energy elementary excitations [27, 28] , including dipole and breathing modes. The transitions between different phases may then be understood from possible instabilities of the collective modes.
When the axial symmetry is spontaneously breaking by interactions, we consider instead the energy-minimizing approach and adopt the following variational ansatz for the condensate wavefunction [19, 23] 
where ψ lz is the definite-angular-momentum state solved from the GPE with the interaction effect incorporated, α, β, γ are real non-negative weighting coefficients and θ α , θ β , θ γ are the phases. Thus, the mean-field energy ǫ becomes a functional of three variational parameters, if we take into consideration the normalization condition α 2 + β 2 + γ 2 = 1 and the fact that ǫ depends on the phase factors through a single function cos (θ α − 2θ β + θ γ ) only [23]. The wavefunction Ψ is then determined from the minimization of ǫ. We have checked that the use of more definite-angular-momentum states in the variational ansatz does not bring appreciable improvement for lowering ǫ.
Phase diagram.-In 2D experiments with 87 Rb and 23 Na atoms [29] [30] [31] , the 2D interaction strengths
2 /m and cross from the weakly-interacting to relatively stronglyinteracting regimes. Here a and a ↑↓ are respectively the intra-and inter-spin s-wave scattering lengths in three dimensions and a z = /(mω z ) is the oscillator length along the tightly confined z-axis.
In Fig. 2 , we present the variational results for a Bose gas of N = 10 3 87 Rb atoms with g ↑↓ /g = a ↑↓ /a = 100.40/100.86 [22] at a typical interaction strength g = 0.01 2 /m. By decreasing the Rabi frequency Ω from large values, we may identify four distinct regimes: (i) the vortex-antivortex pair phase I with zero angular momentum l z = 0 (i.e., β = 1, α = γ = 0), σ z = 0 and σ x = −1; (ii) the angular stripe phase IV with no definite l z (i.e., β = 0 and α = γ = 0), σ z = 0 and σ x = 0; (iii) the half-skyrmion phase II with l z = − or (i.e., α = 1, β = γ = 0, or γ = 1, α = β = 0), σ z = 0 and σ x = 0; and (iv) the angular stripe phase III, which may be viewed as a specific case of the phase IV but with β = 0 and α = γ = 1/ √ 2. Compared with the results of Raman-induced or Rashba-type SOC [5, 8] , it is readily seen that the phases III, II and I are in one-to-one correspondence with the well-known stripe, plane-wave and zero-momentum phases, respectively [16, 17] . The novel angular stripe phase IV is unique to a SOAMC Bose gas, as a result of the discreteness of the angular momentum.
The nature of transition between different superfluid phases may be characterized by calculating the derivative of the mean-field energy with respect to the Rabi frequency [16, 17] , ∂ǫ/∂Ω, as shown in Fig. 2(c) with vertical dashed and dotted lines for the second-and first-order transitions, respectively. We find a first-order transition from the angular stripe phase III to the half-skyrmion phase II, the same as the transition between the stripe and plane-wave phases in a Raman SOC Bose gas [8, 32] . The transition from the phase II to the angular stripe phase IV is also of first order, accompanied by the sudden appearance of the component ψ 0 in the condensate wavefunction Ψ (i.e., β = 0) and sudden change in the spin polarizations. On the contrary, the transition from the angular stripe phase IV to the vortex-antivortex pair phase I is continuous and the weighting coefficients α and γ disappear gradually close to the transition.
In Fig. 1 , we report the general phase diagram at a given intra-spin interaction strength g (a) or at a fixed ratio g ↑↓ /g (b). At an experimentally accessible interaction strength g ∼ 0.01 2 /m in Fig. 1(a) [31] , by decreasing g ↑↓ /g from 1 we find that the angular stripe phase III becomes favorable very soon, similar to the stripe phase in a Raman SOC Bose gas. In contrast, the angular stripe phase IV is less sensitive to the ratio and its parameter space is nearly unchanged upon deceasing g ↑↓ /g. At a typical ratio g ↑↓ /g = 0.5 shown in Fig. 1(b) , we examine the dependence of different phases on the overall interaction strength. With Raman SOC, it is known that a large interaction strength enhances the stripe and zeromomentum phases and suppresses the plane-wave phase, leading to a tri-critical point where three phases intervene [8] . Here, we find that only the vortex-antivortex pair phase I survives at large interaction strength. The large parameter space of the phase I can be understood from the absence of the diagonal Stark shift in the recent experiments, which removes an additional confinement Ω(r) to both spin components [20, 22] and hence makes the zero-angular-momentum state ψ 0 more energetically favorable by reducing the interaction energy.
Angular density correlation.-In previous studies, the angular stripe phase III was thought as the "stripe" phase in the presence of SOAMC [16, 17] . Together with the novel angular stripe phase IV, they break the axial symmetry and exhibit spatial modulation. The angular stripe phases discussed in this work feature the superposition of different angular-momentum states and thus may show much stronger spatial modulation in the directional angle θ. To check this, we introduce the angular density-density correlation function g (2) i (θ) ≡ 2π 0 n i (φ)n i (φ+ θ)dφ/ 2π 0 n 2 i (φ)dφ with the angular density n i (φ) = ∞ 0 rdrn i (r, φ), and the label i =↑, ↓ for each spin component and null for the total density. As shown in Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(d) , the correlation g (2) (θ) in the half-skyrmion phase II and the vortex-antivortex pair phase I is identically unity, due to the axial symmetry of the phases. In the stripe phase III (Fig. 3(a) ), the modulation in g (2) (θ) is small due to the small Rabi frequency, which is also known to yield the negligible stripe contrast in the case of a 87 Rb Bose gas with Raman SOC [32] . In sharp contrast, the novel angular stripe phase IV shows a much larger spatial oscillation in g (2) (θ) for both spin components, as can be seen in Fig. 3(c) . This hallmark feature might be useful in directly probing the existence of the angular stripe in experiments.
Collective modes and instabilities.-We now turn to discuss the low-lying collective excitations, which are readily measurable in SOC Bose gases [33] [34] [35] . In   Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) , typical excitation spectra in the halfskyrmion phase II and the vortex-antivortex pair phase I are plotted as a function of the angular momentum l of Bogoliubov quasiparticles, respectively. The Goldstone mode (i.e., condensate mode), low-and high-dipole modes (with l = ± ), and breathing mode (i.e, the lowest l = 0 mode) are indicated by crosses, asterisks, circles and inverted triangles, respectively. In the phase II we observe a clear roton structure, despite of the discreteness of the spectrum, similar to the roton found in the plane-wave phase of a Raman SOC Bose gas [32, [34] [35] [36] [37] . This originates from the spontaneous breaking of the axial symmetry and explains the first-order III-II phase transition we mentioned earlier.
In Fig. 4(c) , a few low-lying mode frequencies are shown as a function of Ω. The Ω-dependence of the lowdipole mode frequency (asterisks) is of particular interest and exhibits an intriguing behavior. By decreasing the Rabi frequency from the vortex-antivortex pair phase I, we find that the low-dipole mode frequency becomes vanishingly small at Ω ≃ 197.5 ω r , which is close to the I-IV phase boundary Ω c ≃ 193.3 ω r determined from the variational calculations. As Ω decreases further, the mode frequency shows a jump and then increases steadily, and finally saturates at about 0.62ω r at Ω = 0. This interesting Ω-dependence of the dipole mode was observed earlier in a SOC Bose gas, where the complete softening of the mode occurs at the transition from the zeromomentum to plane-wave phases and is associated with the divergent effective mass or magnetic susceptibility at the transition [33, 38, 39] . In our case, although the mode frequency becomes discrete due to the quantization of angular momentum, the feature of complete softening remains. It is also a clear demonstration of the violation of Galilean invariance due to SOAMC [36] . On the other hand, the frequencies of the breathing mode (inverted triangles) and the high-dipole mode (circles) both experience a jump at the transition from the angular stripe phase IV to the phase II, and sequentially increase upon decreasing Ω. Near zero Rabi frequency, the breathing mode frequency is about 1.37ω r , smaller than the scale-invariant classical prediction of 2ω r [40] due to relatively large inter-atomic interactions. The high-dipole mode frequency approaches ω r , since the SOAMC can be gauged away in the Ω → 0 limit and the Galilean invariance can be restored, ensuring the exact solution of Kohn mode with frequency ω r . At sufficiently large Rabi frequency, the mode frequencies in the same branch tend to approach each other since the low-lying excitation bands get flattened [16] .
We note that, close to the I-IV transition a nonnegligible imaginary part appears in the lowest excitation branch, as shown by the blue dotted curve in Fig. 4(d) . This is simply the indication of the dynamical instability of the vortex-antivortex pair phase towards the phase transition. Furthermore, close to the III-II transition, the roton gap ∆ (red dashed curve in Fig. 4(d) ) starts to become negative, implying the energetic instability of the phase II and thus determining a low bound for the III-II transition [13] . Two unstable regimes seen from the collective modes agree qualitatively with the red and blue shaded areas of the angular stripe phases IV and III determined using the variational approach.
Conclusions.-In summary, we have predicted the existence of two angular stripe phases in a Bose condensate with spin-orbital-angular-momentum coupling, which feature occupation of different angular-momentum states and have sizable spatial modulation in the angular density-density correlation. The phase space for these novel superfluids is notable and insensitive to the difference in the intra-and inter-spin interactions. A twodimensional Bose gas of 87 Rb atoms could be a promising candidate system to probe the predicted stripe phase.
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SINGLE-PARTICLE DISPERSION AND THE VARIATIONAL APPROACH
We start with the single-particle Hamiltonian H s given in Eq. (1) of the main text in the (r, φ) plane. The axial symmetry makes the angular momentum l z a good quantum number, and we can calculate the single-particle states ψ (0) lz as well as the dispersion relation ε n by employing the Schrödinger equation
In Fig. S1 , we depict the lowest energy level ε n=1 (l z ) as a function of l z . At zero detuning δ = 0 (i.e., see the middle panel (b)), as the Rabi frequency Ω decreases (from bottom to top), the dispersion changes from the structure with a single-minimum at l z = 0 to that with two degenerate minima at l z = ± . Once the detuning of lasers are nonzero, the energy dispersion is asymmetric. As we decrease Ω, the angular momentum of the condensate at the minimum changes from l z = 0 to l z = (or − ) for δ > 0 (or δ < 0). In the presence of interactions, the total Hamiltonian reads H = H s + H int . We may assume the angular momentum l z is still a good quantum number and determine the definite-angular-momentum (dam) states ψ 
In the variational approach, we can start with a variational ansatz for the condensate wavefunction, i.e., a linear superposition of the lowest angular-momentum states ψ lz , which can be either the single-particle states ψ . The latter choice of course is more favorable, as the interaction effect is already included at the beginning. Explicitly, the condensate wavefunction is given by
in terms of three phase angles θ α , θ γ , θ β and three real non-negative parameters α, β, γ satisfying the normalization condition α 2 + β 2 + γ 2 = 1. The mean-field energy functional in terms of Ψ(r, φ) ≡ (Ψ ↑ , Ψ ↓ ) T is then written as
In particular, the interaction energy per particle ǫ int reads
where we have introduced the density n σ (r, φ) ≡ |Ψ σ (r, φ)| 2 for spin component σ =↑, ↓. The integral of the density terms n σ n σ ′ depends on the phase angles θ α , θ β , and θ γ through a cosine function cos (θ α − 2θ β + θ γ ). Therefore, the new angle Θ ≡ θ α − 2θ β + θ γ can take arbitrary value in the range [0, 2π], if the coefficient in front of the cosine function vanishes. Otherwise, Θ can only take values of 0 or π depending on the sign of the nonzero coefficient. Hence, the variational wavefunction of the condensed phase and relevant observables such as the spin polarizations can be obtained straightforwardly after the minimization of the energy functional with respect to these variational parameters.
In Figs. S2(a) and S2(b), we show respectively the phase diagram in the g ↑↓ /g-Ω and g-Ω planes obtained by using the variational ansatz constructed from the single-particle states ψ (0) lz , which is to be compared with the ones constructed from the definite-angular-momentum states ψ (dam) lz as shown in Fig. 1 in the main text. Two results have a quantitative agreement at sufficiently small interaction strength (i.e., g 10 −3 2 /m). However, as the interactions become large, there are significant differences in the phase diagrams. These differences can be understood by comparing their mean-field energy ǫ as shown in Fig. S2(c) . The two energies agree very well at small g. Nonetheless, they start to become different as g continues to increase. The difference is much more pronounced at small Rabi frequency: the energy calculated using ψ (symbols) appears to be lower than the one using ψ -Ω plane and in the g-Ω plane, respectively, obtained by using the variational ansatz, which is constructed by using the single-particle states ψ (0) lz . The parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 . The color indicates the portion of the lz = state in the condensate wavefunction. (c) The mean-field energy ǫ ≡ E mf /N as a function of Ω, at three sets of interaction strength g, calculated by using single-particle states (lines) and self-consistently-determined states (symbols) in the variational ansatz.
SOME DETAILS ON THE GROSS-PITAEVSKII EQUATION AND THE BOGOLIUBOV THEORY
To investigate the ground state at a definite angular momentum l z and the corresponding collective behaviors, we generalize a Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory with Popov approximation (HFBP) [24, 25, 37] and apply it to a two-dimensional SOAMC Bose gas at zero temperature. In a grand canonical ensemble, the Heisenberg equations of motion for the Bose operator fieldΦ(r, φ, t) take the form, 
